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1 Introduction

Word alignment for long distance language
pairs is problematic in state-of-the-art phrase-
based statistical machine translation. Linguis-
tically motivated reordering models have been
widely studied to conquer this challenge. One of
the most popular and effective methods is called
pre-reordering, where words in sentences from
the source language are re-arranged with the ob-
jective to resemble the word order of the target
language. There are mainly two ways to for-
mulate re-arranging rules. One is to learn auto-
matically from the data (Xia and McCord, 2004;
Genzel, 2010); while another one is to hand-
craft reordering rules based on linguistic stud-
ies (Isozaki et al., 2010; Han et al., 2012; Han
et al., 2013). In both methods, syntactic infor-
mation are obtained by using automatic parsers.
However, although these parsers produce pars-
ing errors, current reordering methods do not
include any parsing error identification or cor-
rection mechanism. In order to improve the ro-
bustness of pre-reordering method, it is useful
to explore the relationship between parsing and
reordering.

In this work, we use both empirical and de-
scriptive approaches to analyze the effects of
parsing errors on pre-reordering performance for
Chinese-to-Japanese statistical machine transla-
tion. We examine the impact of parsing errors
that are produced by a dependency parser called
Corbit1 (Hatori et al., 2011), on a pre-reordering
framework called unlabeled dependency parsing

1http://triplet.cc/software/corbit

based pre-reordering for Chinese (DPC) (Han et
al., 2013). We not only quantify the distribution
of general parsing errors along with reordering
quality, but also examine the influence of con-
crete parsing errors on reordering.

2 Gold Data

In order to reveal how and which parsing er-
rors influence reordering, we contrast the re-
ordering based on error-free parse trees, which
are considered as Gold-Trees, with the reorder-
ing based on parse trees that are generated by
parser, which are referred as Auto-Trees. We
select sentences from Chinese Penn Treebank
ver.7.0 (CTB-7) to build up gold data. CTB-
7 is a human annotated treebank that com-
prises sentences from five genres: broadcast
news (BN), broadcast conversations (BC), news
magazine (NM), newswire (NS), and newsgroup
weblogs (NW). Since our parser was trained on
this corpus, in order to maximize the analysis
accuracy, we obtain sentences from the develop-
ment set (Wang et al., 2011).

We first randomly sampled 517 unique sen-
tences (set-1) from all five genres. But sentences
in BC and NW tend to include faults like rep-
etitions, incomplete sentences, corrections, and
so on. We thus randomly selected another 2, 126
unique sentences (set-2) from other three genres:
NS, NM, and BN. Table 1 lists the statistics of
the selected sentences in five genres.

To obtain Japanese references, professional
human translators translated all the sentences
in set-1 and set-2. Based on the Japanese ref-
erences, a bilingual speaker reordered Chinese
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BN BC NM NS NW Total
set-1 100 100 100 117 100 517
set-2 797 - 578 751 - 2, 126
Total 897 100 678 868 100 2, 643
AL. 29.8 20.0 33.5 28.4 25.9 29.8
Voc. 5.5K 690 5K 5.1K 972 9.5K

Table 1: Statistics of Selected Sentences in Five
Genres of CTB-7. AL. stands for the average
length of sentences, while Voc. for vocabulary.

sentences in set-1 to follow the word order of
their Japanese counterparts. After constructing
these two data sets, we use Penn2Malt2 (Nivre,
2006) to convert CTB-7 sentences to depen-
dency Gold-Trees. We added three new head
rules for Penn2Malt converting as follows: FLR
(Fillers) and DFL (Disfluency) head on right-
hand branch; INC (Incomplete sentences) fol-
lows the same head rule as FRAG (Fragment).

3 Analysis Method
We first use an empirical approach to provide

a general idea of the sensitiveness of DPC pre-
reordering method on parsing errors, and also
test an upper bound of the reordering perfor-
mance. Then, we dig more on the effects of
concrete parsing errors from the aspect of Part-
of-Speech tag (POS tag) to reveal what types
of parsing errors influence the most. In both
stages, we calculate Kendall’s tau (τ) rank cor-
relation coefficient (Kendall, 1938) to evaluate
the reordering quality (Isozaki et al., 2010).

3.1 General analysis
In the first stage, we set up two analysis sce-

narios since we have one gold reordered Chinese
data set and one Japanese references set, which
can be used as two benchmarks. In scenario 1,
manually reordered Chinese sentences are used
as the benchmark. We measure the word order
similarities which reveal the reordering quality
in two sentence pairs. One pair is composed
of the benchmark sentences and the Gold-Tree
based reordered sentences, while another pair is
composed of the benchmark sentences and the
Auto-Tree based reordered sentences. By com-
paring the measurement results, we quantify the

2http://stp.lingfil.uu.se/ nivre/research/Penn2Malt.html

extent of parsing errors that influence reorder-
ing. Meantime, the former measurement gives
a general idea of the upper bound of the re-
ordering method. In scenario 2, instead of using
handcrafted reordered Chinese, Japanese refer-
ences are used as the benchmark and we calcu-
late the word order similarities in the same way
as in scenario 1.

In both scenarios, we carry out reordering
method DPC. Accordingly, there are two auto-
matically reordered data sets that are produced
by two reordering systems: Gold-Tree based
reordering system (Gold-DPC) and Auto-Tree
based reordering system (Auto-DPC). Auto-
Trees are automatically generated by Corbit.
The baseline system uses unreordered Chinese
sentences. Due to the fact that the reordering
method is identical but the Auto-Trees may con-
tain errors, we will be able to observe reordering
differences directly caused by parsing errors.

Scenario 1 Although there are totally
517 sentences in set-1, 26 sentences were failed
during the converting from CTB-7 parsed text
to parse trees. For comparison, 491 available
(Gold- and Auto-) dependency trees are used
to reorder sentences. Our first observation on
the effects of parsing errors to reordering per-
formance is to examine word order similarities
between manually reordered Chinese sentences
and automatically reordered Chinese sentences.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of τ values of
the 491 sentences. Comparing to baseline, both
Gold-DPC and Auto-DPC show higher aver-
age τ values which imply that DPC have pos-
itively reordered the Chinese sentences and im-
proved the word alignment between Chinese and
Japanese. However, comparing with Gold-DPC,
Auto-DPC has reordered more sentences with
lower τ value and less sentences with high τ ,
which shows that DPC is sensitive to parsing
errors. Since the sentence number of set-1 is
limited, in order to enhance the conclusions, we
increased the test data by adding set-2 for fur-
ther experiment in scenario 2.

Scenario 2 We merge set-1 and set-
2, then use Japanese references as benchmark
in this scenario. In order to calculate the
value of Kendall’s tau between Chinese sen-
tences and their Japanese counterparts, we use
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Figure 1: Distribution of τ for 491 sentences.
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Figure 2: Distribution of τ for 2, 164 sentences.

MGIZA++ to obtain the alignment file, ch-
ja.A3.final. Therefore, the comparison implies
how monotonically the Chinese sentences have
been reordered to align with their Japanese ref-
erences. There are totally 2, 164 available (Gold-
and Auto-) trees. Figure 2 shows the distribu-
tion of τ values and baseline system was using
unreordered Chinese sentences.

In Figure 2, disregarding the alignment accu-
racy of MGIZA++, both Gold-DPC and Auto-
DPC produced more sentences with higher τ
values against the baseline system, which indi-
cate the same conclusion that DPC improved
word alignment as shown in scenario 1. How-
ever, comparing with Gold-DPC, Auto-DPC has
about 2% drop in 0.9 < τ <= 1, which shows
that reordering method DPC is sensitive to pars-
ing errors. Furthermore, the performance of re-
ordering system Gold-DPC sketches the figure
of the upper bound of DPC.

3.2 Dependency errors by POS tag
In this stage, we define two types of de-

pendency parsing errors given by POS tags,
namely dependent-error and head-error. As
a dependent-error, a token points to a wrong
head, whereas a head-error means that a to-
ken is wrongly recognized as a head. We col-
lect all the POS tags of the tokens which are in-
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English Translation: He went to bookstore and bought a book.

(a) Gold dependency tree
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(b) Possible wrong dependency parse tree

Figure 3: Example for calculating parsing errors
in terms of POS tag.

volved in either parsing error in sentences, and
then calculate the proportion of different POS
tags in terms of the parsing error types. Fig-
ure 3 shows an example of a gold parse tree
(Fig. 3a) with an error-containing tree (Fig. 3b).
By comparing these two parse trees, tokens of
“他 (he, PN)”, “去 (went, VV)”, “书店 (book-
store, NN)”, “买 (buy, VV)”, and “。(., PU)”
are dependent-errors, since they point to wrong
heads. “去 (went, VV)” and “买 (buy, VV)” are
head-errors since they are wrongly recognized as
heads. Therefore, in this sentence, dependent-
error includes twice of VV and once of PN, NN,
PU; head-error includes twice of VV.

With the objective of observing the effects of
parsing errors on reordering, we group sentences
based on their τ values according to Figure 2,
and plot the distributions of POS tags that are
involved in parsing errors for dependent-error
and head-error separately. Figure 4a gives the
distribution of three most frequent POS tags
that point to wrong heads, and Figure 4b shows
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(a) Distribution of top three dependent-error POS tags
and their trend lines.
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(b) Distribution of top two head-error POS tags and
their trend lines.

Figure 4: Distribution of top influential error
POS tags for two types of errors.

the distribution of two most frequent POS tags
that are wrongly recognized as heads. VV rep-
resents most of verbs except a few exceptions,
such as predicative adjective and copula. NN
represents most of nouns except proper noun or
temporal noun, etc., and PU is punctuation.

Both figures exhibit that verbal tokens take
the largest proportion in both dependent-error
and head-error than other types of tokens in
low reordering performance sentences. There-
fore, the parsing errors on verbal tokens influ-
ence more on the reordering quality. On the
other hand, parsing errors on nouns do not influ-
ence severely on reordering. Moreover, since the
proportion of PU involved in dependent-error is
consistent, we can not say whether parsing er-
rors on punctuations are influential or not.

4 Conclusion

We carried out linguistically motivated anal-
ysis methods by using empirical and descrip-

tive approaches to examine the effects of dif-
ferent parsing errors on pre-reordering perfor-
mance. We achieved three objectives that we
quantified effects of parsing errors on reorder-
ing, estimated upper bounds in performance of
the pre-reordering method, and examined the
effects of specific parsing errors on reordering
from the aspect of POS tags. The current study
on exploring influential parsing errors is not ex-
haustive. There are more analysis possibilities,
such as parsing errors that are produced by dif-
ferent parsers and their effects on different pre-
reordering models. We believe that such re-
lationship analysis between two types of tech-
niques can benefit the improvement of both.
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